NEWSLETTER
Ferry Lane Primary School

1st February 2018

Pride in Excellence

Upcoming dates

Half term
Half term is 18-22nd February and
all children return to school on
Monday 25th February. On this
day, you will receive a class
newsletter from your teacher,
detailing information about learning
that will take place in each subject
for the term, PE days, suggested
reading and other information.
These letters will be sent out by
your class teacher at the beginning
of each half term.
Dear Parents & Carers,

Summer Term
Please note that the last day of the
summer term for pupils will be
Friday 19th July 2019

Stars of the week
Nursery – Iman for great counting.
Reception- Muskan, for demonstrating
excellent values of teamwork especially
while working on science project.
Year 1- Salma for trying her hardest to
focus in all subjects.
Year 2- Alan for his hard work with
telling the time and for displaying all of
the school values at all times.
Year 3- Amelia for her fantastic artwork
Year 4- Remus for being a diligent and
responsible student.
Year 5- Bursa for her enthusiasm and
for always trying her best.
Year 6- Kawthar for her excellent
persuasive letter writing.

We have been busy celebrating Science Challenge week and History Day,
which took place today!
Facebook Page
We would like to remind you that our Facebook page is now up and
running so if you haven’t returned your consent forms, please do so by
the end of the week so we know who can be included in any photos that
we share.
School Visits
The Year 2 children enjoyed their visit to St Paul’s Cathedral this week
and managed to climb up a great number of steps! Year 1 visited the
Museum of Childhood and, as part of their learning, wrote a recount
based on their day out.
History Day!
Today, children travelled back to different periods in history visiting the
Aztecs, Victorians, Tudors, Romans, Ancient Greeks, Ancient Egyptians,
Stone Age and WW2.
Science Challenge Winners!
Well done to all the winners of our science challenge. The winning
designs included rockets, spacecraft, pencil and trinket holders, boats
and many more creations.
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Hall Hire
We would like to remind parents that our community hall is available for hire for any events that you wish to
host. This includes use of our newly installed kitchen. If you would like to find out more about hiring the hall on
a regular basis, or for a one-off event, please speak to the school office

Dance workshops
Year 3-6 took part in dance workshops on Monday. Here is a snippet of the action!
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Attendance- Well done to Year 2!

Class

Attendance for week beginning
28th January 2019

Nursery
Reception
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6

Nursery
This week we welcome Samuel, Miraz, Rayan, Hadid and
Jeremiah to the Nursery. They have settled in really nicely
and are joining in with the carpet sessions and exploring the
many activities. We continue to focus on early number and
have been singling counting songs with actions and props.
Additionally, Nursery have been ordering numbers and
matching quantity to numeral using the numicon shapes.
More snow and rain is expected next week; we do have a
few spare welly boots, however if you would like your
child to have fun in the slush and puddles please bring in
appropriate footwear. Thanks and have a good weekend.

Reception

As part of Science Challenge week, the children took part in learning
about the damage that can be caused to our environment by throwing
away plastic. The children learned of ways of what they can do to
contribute towards making a cleaner environment is by recycling and
reusing plastic. They used their imagination and came up with
interesting ideas of how they could reuse the plastic rather than
throwing it. They had fun creating models of rockets, piggy banks,
decorative items and many more whilst working in groups. Winners
were then chosen based on the best team demonstrating excellent
values of teamwork and respect by taking others’ ideas into account.
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Year 1

This week year 1 visit the Museum of Childhood in Bethnal
Green. Here we learnt all about toys from the past, how they
work and what materials they are made from. We also had a
Spotlight Talk about pirates because this is something we
have been learning about in English.
In Maths we have been learning all about 3D shapes and
their properties. We worked together to describe different
shapes and find them in our classroom.
In Music we made our own instruments and learnt how to
keep in rhythm for a sea shanty, just like real pirates!
In History we have been learning about explorers – some of
them were alive 700 years ago and travelled the planet by
boat.

Year 2

Year 2 were lucky enough to go on two school trips in the last two
weeks. First they went to watch a special preview of How To Train Your
Dragon in Islington. This was a reward for having the best attendance
last month. The children had the opportunity to take part in some
exciting Viking workshops including dragon training and sheep
throwing before settling down to watch the film. The Second trip was to
St Paul’s Cathedral where they learnt more about the Great Fire of
London and climbed over 100 steps to visit the whispering gallery!

Year 3

Year 3 participated in the Science Challenge week. They showed excellent
knowledge of how to recycle plastic and demonstrated brilliant teamwork
during the activity.
We made plant pots from used plastic water bottles and decorated them
using a range of materials, such as ribbons, wool, cards and paint.
Congratulations to Amelia, Sarah, Arya and Najib for the winning designs!
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Year 4

Year 4 classroom was a buzz this week during their maths lessons. The topic
was Fractions and all learnt how to find fractions of different amounts by
dividing the amount by the denominator and multiplying the answer by the
numerator. They were very excited when they grasped the concept and were
able to successfully complete all set tasks. WAY TO GO YEAR 4!!!!!!

Year 5

n Year 5 we have had a brilliant week finding out more about Skellig,
visualising and re-enacting different scenes. This was done in order for the
children to be able empathise and think like different characters from the text.
From that, the children unpicked different vocabulary such as tottered,
wobbled, knackered, squeaked, clench etc. After finding the definitions, the
children were able to use the words in the correct context. In Maths, the
children focused on subtracting and multiplying numbers using column
method. All the children enjoyed challenging themselves. In addition, I am
happy to see that the children are trying hard with practicing their timetables,
which has been reflected in their work. Finally, we enjoyed a really great PE
session at the end of the week. Well done Year 5 - it has been a great week!!

Year 6

This week in reading, Year 6 have been
exploring the differences between fact and
opinion and finding clues in a text to help
them distinguish between the two. In
English, the children have been looking at
the works of Charlotte Bronte and her wellknown poem ‘Momentos’ and recreating
their own poems and descriptive writing
about an abandoned house. They explored
Bronte’s techniques that help draw the
reader in, and we unpicked unfamiliar
vocabulary. In topic, the children have been
exploring the importance of marine life and
have researched ‘Marine Protected Areas’
on our planet, thinking about why these
play such an important role in the
preservation of marine species.
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